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THE DIN OF BATTLE

By William Munday representing the Combined British press

Salerno, September 18th

The German withdrawalfrom the Salerno bridgehead is continuing, though the

enemy is still containing the northern end of it and resisting the movement of

British troops along both roads from Salerno to Naples. Bridges along both these

roads ond on other tracks in German hands are being dynamited -and enemy ammunition

and supply dumps are burning. British troops are already making progress since the

vital, gorge through which it passes was seized by the British on landing. They are

moving but are having to fight and are being mortared as they go, so progress is

slow. Enemy resistance is sure to be the stiffest and most tenacious in this area

because only a little way north it emerges from hilly country into the Naples'plain.

The northern end of the Salerno bridgehead has been among the noisiest places
in the world in these last few days and nights. Big shells have been screaming-.over,

sucking air from the sky like an underground train racing into a tube. They are

going and coming and so are mortar bombs, which at our end are crumping on the road

and in fields, where shells from 88 mm. guns when they are not landing on the beach

are also throwing up stone and earth. Our own fighters and bombers are going over-

head during the day and German bombers at night, with the bombs they drop and the

anti-aircraft fire from all manner of guns which goes up to meet them, add to the

unending din. It is not even possible to get away from the constant rattle of

machine-guns and the crack of rifles, and yesterday when another war correspondent,

a British officer and myself, went for a swim on the narrow strip of beach, protected,

we thought, by a sheer cliff, six mortar bombs, aimed apparently at an objective on

the cliff top, overshot their targets and landed in the water near us.

But it is the crack of big guns in our ears all the time - the twentyfive

pounder and the 5.5s which are hurling hundred pound shells among the Germans all

the time - -which are most trying. It seems as if they were going to lift the roof

off the world at any moment - or certainly off our villa, which has been shaking

for days and nights now, -with windows and doors rattling and the few bits of glass
left in them, shattering into fragments, as if the house was in the midst of on earth-

quake, All this noise of battle arises, of course, from the restricted space in

which it is being fought. Our bridgehead, after ten days, is still the same long

strip along the coast that it was at the end. of the landing day..

But the important thing is, that it is still intact after all these long days
of fighting. Very scon new, it will be possible, too, to describe it as a firm base

for offence rather than a shaky foothold. The Germans are wheeling away from the

southern part of the bridgehead but they are still holding the north strongly.

Meanwhile, in this area, around the northern end of the bridgehead, the Germans

have developed new defensive tactics. It is to hld a number of selected points very

strongly, but not to attempt to hold a line. The "plan, then, is to break up attacks

with small parties of Germans, each armed with a big proportion of automatic weapons,

giving them terrific firepower, infiltrating among attackers and beyond them, German

raids are made in the same ‘way. They gamble on getting away before we have time

effectively to deal with them. They have a good weapon for this type of fighting in

a light machine-gun weighing only twenty-three pounds and firing a bullet of about

305 calibre at the tremendous rate of twelve hundred rounds a minute. They are

carried by one man and can be fired from the blip. Infiltrating raids are not

confined to Germans, our troops continuously nibbling in among the Germans, Many

cockneys are among the British troops and it is strange to see these city dwellers in

helmets and shirt draped with grapevine leaves as camouflage in among the orchards

and vineyards. They never thought there could be so much fruit in the world,they
told me. ”Coo, ger blimey, look at it, mister”,, they said. Fleets of jeeps now

instead of the usual mules are bringing them ammunition andsupplies and bulldozers

are levelling and mixing mountain tracks are contributing more noise to these once

peaceful wooded hills.
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